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    london is the capital city of England and 

the United Kingdom.
It`s situated in the south east of England, with a 

population of 14 million people.



            LONDINIUM
 london is one of the oldest city in the world 

and  history going back to its founding by 
the Romans, who named it Londinium



              DISTRICTS
Since 1965 London has been divided into 32 districts 

in addition to the ancient City of London.



              CLIMATE
London has a temperate marine climate like much of 

the Bitish Isles, so the city rarely sees extremely 
high or low temperatures.  



                   ECONOMY
   THE CITY OF LONDON is the world`s largest 

financial center alongside new york. It is home to 
the london stock exchange and lloyds of london.



                BIG BEN 
   Big Ben isn`t the clock on 

the tower, but just the bell 
inside it. People all over 
the world can hear its 
sound on the radio and TV 
programmes. It`s always 
right, never too fast or too 
slow. 



THE RED DOUBLE DECKER BUSES
The buses known as the red double decker buses and 

rail network in london is very well developed, 
frequent and efficient.



             BUCKINGHAM PALACE 

    Buckingham Palace is the official home of the 
British Monarch in London. When the flag is put 
up on the pole, it means that the Monarch is in 
the palace. It is also a famous tourist attraction 
because of the Qween`s Poyal guards. 



               THE ROYAL GUARD

Every morning at half past eleven people all over the 
world come to see the changing of the guards: the 
captain of the Old Guard gives the Keys of 
Buckingham Palace to the captain of the New 
Guard.



        MADAME TUSSAUDS MUSEUM
Madame Tussauds is a museum in which you can visit 

wax sculptures of the world`s most famous people, 
past and present. 



        THE LONDON EYE

   The London Eye, also known as the Millennium 
wheel was built in 1999, and since then the biggest 
observation wheel in the world. It is 170m high and 
you can see the beautiful London skyline from the 
top. 
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